CT40 ECS BT Quick Guide
This is intended for quick consultation only and does not replace the Use and
Maintenance Manual. Before using the machine, read the Use and Maintenance
Manual contained in the machine packaging thoroughly and rigorously respect all
the instructions.

PREPARATION/OPERATION
1. Fill the clean water tank.
No chemical.

8. Press the brush button. to
initiate the brush and vac system.
Note, system will not turn on until
the handle lever is activated.

2. Attach pad to pad driver by
pressing, make sure pad is
centered

9. If the MICRO SCRUB light is not
lit, then push and hold the button for
3 seconds until it is lit. Then press
the vacuum motor button.

3. Slide pad driver under brush
head. To make sure pad driver
clears lift brush shroud and flap.

10. Choose the direction of
movement by moving the
direction switch and turn the
potentiometer to set the speed.

Rinse out the dirty water tank.

5. Turn the key to the right to release
the emergency button to turn the
machine on.

11. Press the “H2O” button for
at least 2 seconds to enable
water flow. Press the button to
the second setting.

6. Lower the squeegee using the
lever.

12. To complete the pad driver
installation momentarily activate the
lever to turn the brush motor on and
off. Pad should now be engaged.

13. To begin the cleaning
process activate the lever to start
all systems on the machine.

7. Lower the brush head using the
foot pedal pushing down on it then
over to the left.

14.

Begin working.

15. When you have finished
cleaning, proceed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Turn the brush motor off
Stop the water flow
Turn the vacuum motor off
Turn machine off
Raise the squeegee
If necessary, charge the
batteries
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Empty the dirty water tank
through the drain hose.

4. Align the center of the pad driver
to the brush drive. You may need to
slightly lift up on the brush head in
order for the pad driver to clear the
brush driver.

Check the suction filter is undamaged
and clean.

Pad Driver Removal
With the brush head in the up position
momentarily turn on and off the brush motor
to disengage the pad driver from the machine.
Slide pad driver from underneath the machine.
Remove pad from pad driver and rinse.

For more information call
800.486.2775 or visit
www.ipceagle.com

